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The development of lightweight constructions and functionally optimized mass products
follows different strategies. On the one hand side new materials like composite structures
as well as enhanced alloys are created, on the other hand innovative production technolo-
gies are investigated. An integrated thermomechanical forming process can be considered
as one example. Therein a steel shaft is heated inductively creating a heterogeneous tem-
perature field, forged thermomechanically due to the contact with the forming die and
in the last step a local cooling using a high pressured air stream is carried out. Because
of the resulting distribution of steel phases the material properties can be application
oriented adjusted following this production sequence, cf. [1].
In order to predict these phase distributions properly higher order accurate numerical
simulation methods are necessary for the individual manufacturing stages. Considering
the application of adequate time integration schemes the forging process, characterized by
plasticity effects, embodies an interesting point of departure since reliable time integration
schemes are often only employed considering special cases. Hence, a conventional material
model of the von Mises type is employed to derive a consistent variational formulation
of plasticity exploiting the principle of Jourdain, cf. [2, 3, 4]. Furthermore, a dissipation
potential is assumed, cf. [5, 6]. Throughout this procedure the measurements concerning
plasticity effects are no longer calculated on Gauss point level, thus the classical radial
return map algorithm becomes superfluous leading to a single level Newton iteration.
As a consequence an effective active set strategy is developed to judge whether elastic or
plastic phenomena prevail at distinct element nodes. Additionally, higher order accurate
Galerkin time discretization methods and their inherit error estimators are applied, cf.
[7, 8].
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